American gullibility, extremist rhetoric: the December panic of 1950
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Main content
Abstract:
The disaster of the destruction of the U.S. 8th Army at the end of November, 1950, driven by the blind ideological excesses of the China Lobby and their allied anti-Communists, contributed to an American "national panic" by the conclusion of the year. Caught in the sweep of the panic, American foreign policy and domestic security decisions during the ensuing months further entrenched ideological extremism and contributed to the hardening of the Cold War. This essay's analysis of the arguments and the decision-making processes following the Chinese route of the U.S. 8th Army in 1950 reveals that lessons not learned then presaged the later replication of similar errors.
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American Tragedy dc.title: An American Tragedy dc.type: Print-Paper dc.type: Book. Addeddate. 2017-01-17 14:03:01. During the 1950s, the United States was the world's strongest military power. Its economy was booming, and the fruits of this prosperity--new cars, suburban houses and other consumer goods--were available to more people than ever before. However, the 1950s also saw great conflict. The nascent civil rights movement and the crusade against communism at home and abroad exposed underlying divisions in American society. Site dedicated to Public Rhetoric, political, social, movie and religious speeches and related concepts of and exercises in rhetoric. Find out who made the cut and experience the power of rhetorical eloquence in this provocative list of "who's who" in American public address. Movie Speeches. Full text, audio and video database of some 200+ Hollywood movie speeches. Included are military movie speeches, sports-oriented movie speeches, forensic movie speeches, and social-political movie speeches, among others. President Barack Obama Speeches. 450+ Campaign, First and Second Term Speeches in full text, enhanced audioXE and HD video.